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Boundary Layer Structure Under Wave-Mud Interactions
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Wave-mud interaction is investigated via laboratory experiments and numerical modeling. We concurrently measure the
free-surface elevation, boundary layer velocities, and rheology, which allows us to reveal the viscosity response of fluid mud
under different wave loadings. The commonly adopted constant viscosity assumption is evaluated via linear and nonlinear
wave-mud interaction models. Finally, the applicability of Newtonian rheology is evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Significant attenuation of the surface wave has been observed
when the surface layer of the seabed is mainly comprised of
mud, such as off the coasts of Southwestern India (Mathew
et al., 1995), Louisiana (Jaramillo et al., 2009), and Brazil (Vin-
zon et al., 2009). In the past few decades, many researchers
have examined the physical processes and numerical modeling
of mud-induced surface wave attenuation (e.g., Dalrymple and
Liu, 1978; Elgar and Raubenheimer, 2008; Rogers and Holland,
2009; Kranenburg et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2013). In some of
these earlier numerical modeling studies, large wave dissipation
was modeled through a two-layer Newtonian-type viscous model.
However, data from rheometer tests indicate that wave-mud
interactions may be quite complex, because highly concentrated
cohesive sediment essentially behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid
(Krone, 1963).

Different rheological closure models for mud, such as vis-
cous, poro-elastic, visco-plastic, and visco-elastic, have been
implemented in the flow momentum equation and solved semi-
analytically or numerically (Gade, 1958; Dalrymple and Liu,
1978; Yamamoto et al., 1978; Mei and Liu, 1987; Torres-
Freyermuth and Hsu, 2010). Owing to the difficulties of charac-
terizing the properties of mud and controlling wave and current
conditions in the field, most model-data comparisons rely on well-
controlled laboratory experiments. Many studies adopt constant
viscosity from rheology tests or empirically fit the measured sur-
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face attenuation to inversely derive the rheological properties of
mud layers (e.g., viscosity) and assume that viscosity is essen-
tially unchanged under wave loading (Zhao et al., 2006; Rogers
and Holland, 2009; Soltanpour and Samsami, 2011). However,
recent studies indicate that variations in viscosity may be signif-
icant when mud beds go through a series of sediment transport
processes, such as liquefaction, suspension, settling, and consol-
idation (Jaramillo et al., 2009; Sheremet et al., 2011; Winterw-
erp et al., 2007). For example, in the case discussed by Sheremet
et al. (2011), the mud viscosity predicted by the inverse modeling
increases steadily as fluid mud evolves from hindered settling to
consolidation, which is consistent with the measured values for
gelled mud. This indicates the need to validate the various rheo-
logical closures and to evaluate the applicability of the simple con-
stant viscosity closure within wave models. Moreover, most labo-
ratory studies only measure the wave damping rate. Hence, differ-
ent rheological models can be adjusted to match the measured sur-
face wave damping rate (Soltanpour and Samsami, 2011), regard-
less of the predicted boundary layer structures. Thus, in order to
improve our understanding of wave-mud interactions, concurrent
measurements of surface waves and velocity within the mud layer
are needed.

On the other hand, nonlinear models have the capability
of being extended from small amplitude wave to nonlinear
wave, which may enhance or reduce surface energy dissipation.
Enhanced or reduced damping rates are observed in the liter-
ature using different wave heights of constant wave frequency
(Nagai et al., 1984; Sakakiyama and Bijker, 1989; Liu et al., 2011;
Soltanpour and Samsami, 2011). Additionally, one of the overar-
ching goals of studying wave-mud interactions is to be able to
inversely estimate the properties of muddy seabeds, such as the
mud layer thickness, viscosity, and density (Rogers and Holland,
2009; Sheremet et al., 2011; Tahvildari and Kaihatu, 2011). This


